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Motivation

Relevant Videos

Nowadays, hardly a week passes by without
major incidents of cybercrime, which are
constantly encroaching on the security and
privacy confidence of each connected
individual and the Nation as a whole. The
increasingly prevalent wireless information
exchanges face even greater challenges as
the information is broadcast in open medium
and the portable communication devices, e.g.
mobile phones and laptops, are unlikely to be
equipped with costly and power-hungry
cryptographic solutions, especially in the
coming quantum era. The physical-layer
wireless security has long been regarded as a
promising complementary or alternative as it
requires little computation capability while
endowing
systems
quantum-immune
security.

https://youtu.be/FsmCcxo-TPE

Research Fronts
The group researchers have established the
theoretical and experimental frameworks for
the Directional Modulation (DM) schemes, a
keyless physical-layer wireless security
technology.
The
latest
developments
demonstrate a synthesis-free architecture
using retrodirective arrays.
Funded by EPSRC, we are the first systematic
study of the physical-layer wireless security
under the energy awareness context. We
propose to recover the energy penalty of the
physical-layer security solutions without
compromising security performance. This
ambitious vision becomes achievable when a
co-design approach, involving transmitter
architecture, digital baseband, RF frontend
and signal waveforms, is employed.
The group is also leading other physical-layer
wireless security research including wireless
key generation and Radio Frequency
Fingerprinting (RFF).

Achievements
1. The world’s first synthesis-free dynamic
DM demonstrator with real-time secure
data transmission.
2. The first to explore nonlinear memory
effect of power amplifiers for RFF.
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